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CHAPTER 1

N

isa stood a good one hundred meters away from her
home as she watched Kieran playing a game of hide and
seek with his two children. He was going from bush to bush, reaching
in and coming up empty. Talking loudly and asking questions, as if
they would dare to give up their position.
She smiled. He’d changed again. A little more grey at the temples.
The Time dilation when she was gone for more than a month always
reminded her that he was aging ahead of her. But he was still full of
energy. She walked slowly down the hill, savoring every moment of
seeing Kieran again.
She heard Z-Huang’s lilting laugh in the distance and saw Kieran
reach into a clump of bushes and pick her up, easily flinging her over
his shoulder.
“Daddy, how did you find me so fast,” Z-Huang asked and giggled
as Kieran jogged with her back to the counting tree and placed her
next to it.
“Your mind radiates energy like the star that warms Raeaa,” he
answered. “Now to find your brother.” He turned and surveyed the
designated play area.
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“You’ll never find him,” Z-Huang stated, her arms crossed in front
of her. “And I’m not telling.”
Kieran turned. “Oh, you’re not telling are you?”
Then he tickled her sides.
She giggled and batted his hands away from her “That’s cheating!”
“Not cheating,” he responded. “It’s strategy.” He reached for her
again, but she turned swiftly and ran behind the tree.
“Go look for Eijaz,” she shouted. “I’m not telling.”
“Well, I guess I’ll have to find him the old-fashioned way, then.” He
turned again and slowly walked away from her toward a tree. “Am I
hot or cold?”
“Not telling,” Z-Huang repeated and giggled.
Nisa stopped for a moment. Z-Huang seemed so much older now.
When she’d left Z-Huang was just starting school, barely five years
old. Now she was a little girl with her own mind. She knew children
grew by leaps and bounds when they were young, but this much?
A tear, unbidden, traced its way down her cheek. She wiped at it
and chastised herself for her emotionality. It had been a long trip this
time. Six months aboard ship, and more than a hundred wormhole
jumps with only her AI to talk her through it.
She’d lost track of planetary time. Again. It was always a shock
when she returned, whether Kieran and the children were a few
months older or a year older. But this had been the longest time away
since they’d settled on Raeaa.
Kieran had warned her about time dilation when she’d agreed to
start doing the deliveries again after two years of being planet bound.
It had just never mattered before. Before she was the only one who
mattered, and maybe her crew. But now there was a real family. Her
family. And they were growing and changing without her.
She just didn’t quite realize she’d feel this way. She didn’t realize
she’d miss them so much. She wiped more tears from her face. What
was wrong with her? She longed for space when she was home too
long. And she longed for home when she was in space.
Each time she went out, she thought she couldn’t stand being apart
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from them. But then days would turn into a week and soon weeks into
months. She’d fall back into her old patterns and almost forget what
she left behind. Yes, they exchanged messages and vids, but they
weren’t instantaneous. And she was always distracted, always planning
the next pickup or delivery, the next jump. When she was plying the
galaxy and making deliveries faster than anyone else, she felt at home.
Nisa loved being in space. She loved the challenge and she loved
the reputation for having the best transport in the galaxy.
But she loved Kieran even more.
She looked up in time to see Eijaz running toward the counting
tree. The searching time must be up. If Eijaz hit the tree before
Kieran, he’d win.
“I won! I won!” Eijaz yelled as he pounded on the tree several times
and Kieran jogged up behind him, obviously breathing hard.
Yes, having kids in her life was a pain in the butt. But they also
reminded her the universe was not there just to do her bidding. It was
there for all living things to be in harmony.
No matter her identity—Zullili, Lehana, Tristan –-in the past, Nisa
—finally had a real family. A family who loved her no matter her past
or her continued failings as a good companion to them.
“Mommy!” Z-Huang shouted and started running up the hill, her
child legs barely making traction on the steeper slope.
Kieran and Eijaz raced toward her now as well. Kieran quickly
surpassed both children and Eijaz held back to help his sister.
Before she could take it all in, Kieran swept her into his arms—
lifting her and turning her in a circle.
His touch immediately heightened every sense all at once—the
smell of Raeaa wheat grass, the whistling of a breeze through the
summer tree leaves, the tingling of her skin as the magnetic current
passed between them. His mouth captured hers and the universe burst
before her all at once. She tilted slightly with the dizziness of the
sensation, but his strong arms held her steady as he released his carnal
kiss. Though every nerve ending still tingled, the stars in her vision
finally stood still revealing their own corner of the universe.
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Before she could grasp all of what she felt, he whispered, “I’ve
missed you more than a thousand times.”
She couldn’t speak. She was still reeling from this touch she hadn’t
experienced in six months. Though this happened every time, she’d
never get used to it—the combination of feeling cherished by one
person and yet being held by something so much larger.
Soon the children’s arms were around her as well. Now she was
encirled by Kieran, Eijaz, and Z-Huang all at once.
“You’re safe,” Eijaz said as he held tight with one arm around her
back and the other holding Kieran.
“I watch for you, always,” Z-Huang said, her arms firmly wrapped
around Nisa’s waist as she’d wriggled between her and Kieran.
The quiet starfield she still saw in her mind’s eye shifted. It became
more clear and thousands of additional stars seemed to suddenly be
visible. This had never happened before when she touched Kieran.
Was this yet another manifestation of his cryoborn gifts?
“What…what is happening?” she asked, a little dizzy.
Kieran broke the contact and stepped away for a moment. He
tapped each of the children. “Let’s give Mommy some breathing
room.”
Raeaa returned in her field of vision. The breeze still riffled the
grass and as the sun waned, painted stripes of purples, greens, and
reds spread across the sky.
Had she imagined that extra burst? The starmap changing,
strengthening, being brighter with so many more stars?
“Mommy, give me your go bag.” Eijaz reached for the handle. “I’ll
put it in the bedroom for you.”
“Thank you, Eijaz.” Nisa relinquished the small travel bag.
“I’ll get out some snacks,” Z-Huang offered. “You and Daddy can
walk slow and do more of that kissy stuff if you want.” Then she ran
ahead until she caught up with Eijaz.
Kieran took her hand and reeled her into his chest again. “All that
kissy stuff sounds good to me.”
The tingling started once more, but this time there was no burst of
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stars or planets, just the usual amazing magnetism between them. She
knew he was holding back his gifts to give her time to adjust.
“A few minutes ago. With the kids. I thought I saw—”
Before she could finish her thought, he lifted her and she wrapped
her legs around him returning his soft kisses with ones of her own
that stoked the hunger she’d held inside. His insistent mouth parted
her willing lips, and soon she was leading the dance of mouth and
tongue. Each promising more.
Long before she was willing to stop, Kieran slowed the progres‐
sion of his passion, and set her down, grounding her again to Raeaa.
“We will finish this after the children are asleep,” he said.
She nodded, not letting loose his hand firmly grasped in hers.
Composed once more, they meandered toward their home and
Kieran pointed out what had changed while she’d been away.
He gestured toward a well tended garden. “Z-Huang has taken a
real interest in gardening.”
“She’s now what?” Nisa asked. “Six?”
“Seven.” Kieran squeezed her hand. “Two years have passed for us.”
Nisa nodded and bit her teeth together hard. Two years was a life‐
time for a child. When she’d left, Z-Huang was just five, barely old
enough to enter school.
Kieran reached down and picked a couple of rounded red berries.
“Tomatos,” he said, holding one out to her mouth.
She swallowed it whole. “Strange.”
“Used in salads and sauces. Z-Huang has an uncanny under‐
standing of how to nurture a variety of plants, but in particular
vegetables and some fruits.”
“And Eijaz,” Nisa asked.
Kieran pointed to a side building. “That’s Eijaz’ station. He’s built
an enhanced digital net that has become a significant part of the Raeaa
communication system—both planet wide and to passing starships
that need information for wormhole jumps. He’s quite talented.”
The children were certainly blooming on Raeaa. She’d made the
right decision eight years ago when she’d settled Kieran and the chil‐
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dren here. They were happy. They were growing. This was a good
home for them.
She swallowed back a yearning. Though she didn’t deserve it, Nisa
wished it felt like home for her. She wished she believed she deserved
to be part of this happy family.

P OUND . Pound. Pound.
Kieran pulled Nisa into him. “Are you expecting someone?”
“No. Let the kids get it. They’re probably already up.”
“Mom,” Eijaz yelled from outside the door, his voice trailing off.
“Adira is here and she wants you to get up right now. She says it’s a
matter of life or death.”
“I’ll handle it,” Kieran said as he grabbed pants and t-shirt. “You
sleep in. You haven’t been home even twenty-four hours yet.”
He opened the bedroom door, stepped outside, and closed it again
quietly.
“Sorry,” Adira started immediately. “We have a huge problem. Six
farming communities on other planets have called in. The crop
wasting disease is spreading beyond the wheat.”
“Six?,” Kieran asked. “I thought it was limited to one place. What
about here? Has anyone spotted this here?”
“No, but they’re double-checking. No one expected it to move this
fast. And worse, it appears that some people and animals are getting
sick, too.”
“Are you sure?” Kieran asked. “That’s highly unusual. In all my past
farming, before we left on the colony ships, I never saw a disease jump
from the crops to people.”
“We are just getting the full data now. It appears that the disease
starts with just one farm and one crop—mostly wheat—then over a
year it devastates that crop and morphs to attack other grasses and
seeds. Today, when we were getting multiple reports, this is the first
time we’ve heard of it jumping to humans. They aren’t sure it’s the
same virus but it appears to have the same symptoms.”
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“You mean humans are wasting? Is it from eating the plants? Or is
it actually an infection in the body?”
“No one is sure. Scientists on Discordja-C have been doing all the
analysis up until now and they haven’t processed the new data. The
current theory is that the leftover gravity waves from Q-bombs have
compromised some people’s immune systems and perhaps that has
made them more at risk. It’s just a theory. They may be grasping at
straws or brainstorming. But the human wasting looks and acts the
same as the plant wasting.”
Kieran sighed. The last thing he wanted was for Nisa to have to
leave again. She’d just got in last night. “What do they expect us to do
about it?” he asked.
“The Earth Conservatory field scientists have been taking samples
at impacted planets and trying to work on a vaccine or some counter
agent to stop it. They’ve been sending samples to different research
planets hoping different environments might come up with similar
but different solutions.
“So far Discordja-C is the only group of researchers who have
been successful in designing a vaccine that seems to be working. They
are now using their core sample to engineer copies and provide it to
other planets to try.”
Kieran understood why they needed Nisa now. She had the fastest
ship in the Rim. And with the two of them together they could
smoothly do wormhole jumps anywhere.
“And they want the Kalypso to deliver it,” he said on a sigh.
“Everyone wants the Kalypso at their service.”
“True.” Adira confirmed. “And Captain Star. I love her name
change. Nisa Star. It’s like one of those vids with the heroic captain
rushing to save someone from the bad guys.”
Kieran chuckled. “She is kind of like that, when you think about
it.” She’d laughed when he suggested her last name be Star instead of
Saar. She embraced it as a joke.
She’d been Lehana Saar, captain of the freighter, Phoenix, when
they’d met. When they were forced to choose new names and identi‐
ties, they each chose the new name for the other. He’d chosen Nisa,
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because the name meant new beginnings. She’d started her life over
three times before they met and once while they were apart. He
wanted to not erase her past, but help her move on from all the dark‐
ness and sadness she’d had before. He hoped this was the last name
change she’d have. He hoped this new beginning, new family, new
home would become her place of refuge, a beginning that would
remain for her always.
She’d chosen Kieran Sulien for him. He’d been Kash before, a
name passed down through generations of his family meaning “one
with the universe.” With his cryoborn gifts they’d been more prescient
than they could have ever imagined. Nisa chose Kieran because it
meant ray of light. She said that was how she saw him. A light that
showed her the way out of the darkness she’d lived in for so long. And
Sulien meant sunborn. She figured if she was a star so was he, but
using the Sol name for star instead.
“I know this isn’t the usual kind of stuff Nisa does,” Adira
continued before he was permanently lost in memories. “And there is
zero profit in it because everyone is working on this for free. But it
may mean the difference between all of us living on nutritional
supplements for years and eventually running out, or having a robust
plant product to at least create those supplements.”
“And entire ag planet populations living or dying,” Kieran finished
for her. “We’ll do it,” he said knowing Nisa wouldn’t be that hard to
convince. Though she certainly preferred profitable runs, she’d taken
many charitable causes on over the past six years since she returned
to doing cargo deliveries. However, she preferred to keep the chari‐
table part of her business a secret.
“What’s the timeline for us to get going?” he asked.
“Tomorrow, if possible. Discordja-C is still sending us information
as to what they need her to bring and where to meet. Nisa is to meet
up with an old friend you both know, Stambuli.”
“Stambuli is working on the vaccine?” Kieran remembered her
fondly. She was the medic on board the Phoenix when he had stowed
away with his two children. She was the one who safely brought his
children out of cryosleep. Her attention to Z-Huang probably saved
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her life. No one had previously encountered a six-month-old baby
held in cryosleep for decades.
Adira smiled broadly. “How could she not? You know how Stam‐
buli is. She’s one of the most compassionate people I’ve ever met.”
“That might be just what will give Nisa the extra boost to take this
on. She has a soft spot for Stambuli.”
Adira held up her p-tab. “Let me transfer the coordinates on
Discordja-C where Stambuli and the other researchers are working
on the vaccine. I’m sorry she has to leave again so soon.”
“Me too.” Kieran looked away. She deserved a break and he
deserved to have time with her. But the universe didn’t care about
their needs.
“I’ll leave you two alone for what time you have left,” Adira said.
“Again, sorry.” She turned and left.
Kieran quietly opened the door and slipped back into the room.
She was sound asleep, stretched out at a diagonal taking up both sides
of the bed. The sheet covered her completely, but he could still see the
shape of her magnificent body—petite but strong. He’d missed her so
much more with this last trip.
He watched her breathe, her chest moving up and down beneath
the sheets. Good, strong breaths. Her strength helped him sleep at
night when she was away on her deliveries. He trusted she could get
herself out of most bad situations.
But that same strength was also was her weakness. She always had
to be the strong one. She had a hard time leaning on any one, even
him. And he feared that one day that inability to let others help, or
even lead, would be her undoing.
He was proud of her and the reputation she had in the galaxy—
strong, dependable, and a tough negotiator. She’d earned that long
before they met.
Nisa’s motto had always been to take on the most dangerous deliv‐
eries because they made the highest profit. And she had done it—
going to the hot planets still burning from the Oblivion War q-bombs.
She had no problem jumping through multiple wormholes to keep
trackers off her tail. She’d even sacrificed herself and her freedom,
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and become Hellebor’s slave once more, to save Kieran and his
children.
She was a lot more than any vid hero. She was the real thing, in the
flesh.
As there wouldn’t be much danger in making these deliveries,
maybe it was the right time for him and the children to travel with
her. Eijaz and Z-Huang would reinforce his teachings that there were
many things more important than profit. They could be part of doing
something to help save Rim colonies and they’d get the exposure to
new worlds and cultures that he wanted them to have.
He sighed. Sure. That was going to happen.
***
When Nisa awoke to Kieran’s delivery of breakfast in bed, she
truly wished she didn’t have to leave so soon. But, there was nothing
to be done about that. She’d spend the day re-packing and as much
time as she could with Kieran and the children before leaving early
tomorrow morning.
“I have a proposition,” Kieran said as she finished the last of the
fruit slices he’d prepared for her.
She smiled. “Ooooo, you know I love your propositions.”
He chuckled. “It’s not that kind of proposition, but I’ll make up for
it later.”
“As this is just a couple of weeks of easy deliveries, I thought it
could be the perfect time for the whole family to go with you.”
Her heart clenched for a moment. “All of you? The children, too?”
“Yes, the children, too. They need to be with you as much as I do,
and it’s a great time for them to learn about the realities of living in
space beyond a one day excursion. I think you’ll find Eijaz and ZHuang won’t get underfoot. They can actually be useful. They can do
regular chores like the cleaning, and you already know Z-Huang has
some amazing cooking skills, even though she’s only seven in Raeaa
yearunits. And now that Eijaz is entering his eighth rank in lessons,
he’s already taken several piloting simulations and he’s several years
beyond his school ranking for research of the interstellar databases.
It’s perfect timing for both of them to do their studies virtually.”
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She wanted to get up and pace the room to disspell the unquiet
energy. Instead she kept herself perfectly still. Her pulse raced and she
felt as if the room was getting smaller. She knew that most families
would think this was a natural fit, but…she’d never planned for chil‐
dren to be part of her work life.
She wasn’t the motherly type. Though she’d grown to love Eijaz
and Z-Huang she’d never be like Kieran’s deceased wife. She’d never
considered children would be a part of her life and therefore she’d
never considered accommodating them. They’d be underfoot, making
crazy noises and asking questions. Her trips around the galaxy were
not designed with children in mind.
“Nisa?” Kieran asked. “If you’d prefer us not to come, you can say
it. It’s your ship. You have the right to say yes or no.”
“Why now?” she asked. “Why not wait until their adults?” She
knew she was probably putting off the inevitable. She just couldn’t
take it in right now.
“Most families take long excursions together and start training the
children around age ten to participate in ship life. In our case, this is
our business.”
“My business,” she corrected him, then felt bad about it. They’d
never really talked about a shared business, though he often helped
with planning and was always there for support when she came home.
“Your right. It is your business,” he said softly. “We are not trying to
take over.”
“I know,” she matched his soft voice. She swallowed hard.
“We miss you. We want to be with you more often. I thought this
would be an easy way to test if we can live together aboard ship and
help with the delivery business as a family. This is the perfect situa‐
tion because it’s not at all dangerous. It’s a mission that helps others—
quick, simple deliveries to grateful colonists. If it doesn’t work, then
we’ll know it’s not something we can share as a family.”
She wanted to say no. She wanted to say it was too early. Children
didn’t belong on starships. They belonged on a nice safe planet with
friends and parents who doted on their every accomplishment. That
was the problem, she just wasn’t that kind of parent.
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She blew out a big breath. “Okay. I’ll do it. It sounds like some
really quick jumps to six planets. Maybe a total of twelve days at the
most. I can handle the kids on my ship for twelve days.”
Kieran hugged her tight and feathered a few light kisses across her
lips. “Thanks. That means the world to me, and the children will be
ecstatic for this opportunity.”
“I know. It’s just that my travels around the galaxy is my time.
Time for being me without any need to try to be different or to think
about what kind of role model I am for young children.”
“You don’t have to be different to be a good model to the children,”
Kieran reiterated as usual. “You are fine just the way you are—a strong
woman who knows what she wants and how to get it. You’re a great
model of someone who can fend for herself but is also smart enough
to know when to ask for help. What more would I want for them?”
She shook her head in denial but didn’t respond. They’d had this
discussion repeatedly. She was a loner. She’d always been that way.
She liked it that way. She was selfish, rarely thought of the children
when she was away from Raeaa. She did love Kieran and the children,
even more than she could express. But if she were a good mother, she
wouldn’t enjoy being away so much. She wouldn’t lose track of what
was going on with them.
A held breath whistled between her teeth. Eight years was a long
time for her to be in a relationship. Usually she didn’t get past six
months. She feared that one day Kieran would finally realize she’d
never be what he really wanted and that would be the end of every‐
thing. Then what would she do? She didn’t know if she could survive
that kind of rejection.
Kieran moved the breakfast tray off the bed and then stripped and
crawled in beside her. He gathered her into his chest and traced slow
circles on her back. “Being on the ship together for longer than a few
days will also give us more of our time.”
“Where will you take me this time?” she asked as the buzz of elec‐
tricity zinged along her skin. “Let’s go somewhere we can’t jump. I’ve
been all around the galaxy so many times, I want to see something
special. Something that’s just for us. Something that no one else sees.”
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He rolled her underneath him and rained kisses down her throat,
across her shoulders. He untied the wrap she wore during breakfast
and worked his kisses across her breasts and down her stomach. “Skin
to skin,” he whispered. “I’ll help you go beyond the Rim.”
The flash of light pushed the history of the universe into her mind
and she rose to meet him as it swirled around them. In only a few
nanoseconds she knew what had come before. They remained still for
a moment—neither moving, just enjoying the intimacy of being of
one mind and one body. Time stretched until it was so taut, if they
didn’t move they might be caught in that one moment forever.
Nisa luxuriated in that moment. This was the time she always felt
the most free, the most willing to let her true self be known—not only
to Kieran but to herself. Then she felt him moving, pushing her
forward and she knew she had to move, too. She responded and the
universe flashed bright again as they moved into the future. She could
see beyond the Rim into the deep dark, and beyond that to galaxies
and worlds they might never see in real life.
All the possibilities displayed at once as thousands of different
strands, each with connections to every part of their past and their
present. Some of the strands included the children, while others did
not. Some of the strands didn’t include Kieran and a few didn’t
include Nisa.
Not wanting to remain in the chaos of choices she pushed him
faster and faster, harder and harder. As he responded to her urgency,
they retreated from the other galaxies, back through the deep dark
and finally into the present for one penetrating moment. Then he
released them both into a languorous stable field of stars. She recog‐
nized them as their own Salty Way galaxy. She snuggled into him and
they fell asleep once more.
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